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BuildRE Presents Renewable Energy Product Line to USA
Magnolia, TX – The eminent solar energy supply company BuildRE will be presenting live
demonstrations of their solar pile-driving equipment on Tuesday, June 29 from 10am to 2pm at the
Meekermark located at 21156 Karen Switch Rd, Magnolia, Texas 77354. RSVPs are requested.
Customers and general guests alike will be treated to a catered lunch and multiple live product
demonstrations of solar energy installation equipment. The event promises to be what Manuel Molina,
BuildRE Chief Operations Officer, described as “an intimate hands-on introduction to BuildRE and
MAZAKA of Americas.” Product displays at the demo event will show how solar energy companies and
construction companies will be able to complete their projects in a much more timely manner with
machines available within the US as opposed to requiring international orders.
There will be 2 to 3 live demonstrations during the event, primarily solar pile drivers. Other equipment
such as solar panel cleaners will be showcased. All together, BuildRE will showcase the advancement of
solar energy installation by making the technology more accessible to the renewable energy market
nationwide.
“We expect our guests to leave this event with a deeper understanding of our product line and the quality
embedded within,” said Chief Executive Officer Patrick Morgan.
###
BuildRE is headquartered in Houston, TX, servicing nationwide, and was established by the founders of
Aura Energy, a solar energy installation company, who are experts from multiple related fields ranging
from public service, to construction, to the oil and gas industry. With their skills and expertise combined,
they originally formed Aura Energy Services in order to deliver the best service while promoting their
grand ambition of making reliable clean energy more accessible to everyone. Market barriers faced by
solar energy installation companies led them to create a second company, BuildRE, in order to service a

growing industry with products that simply could meet previous demand. By bringing solar energy
installation equipment to the domestic market, BuildRE is working to create a sustainable world.
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